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STATE.; EITT BY TIED REPRESENT .TIVE OF THE INTER-AMERICAN 
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL 

Mr, HEURTEMATTE (Inter-American Economic and Social. 
Council) requested that the following statement be inserted 
verbatim in the record, 

•. "Mr,: .Chairman, Delegates, 
During this Committee's last meeting I placed 

before' its members the instructions imparted by the 
Inter-American Economic and Social Council to its 
representatives at this fifth session of ECLA, These 
instructions define the present position of that body 
concerning co-ordination of its work with that of 
this Commission. 

I do not think it necessary to repeat them here, 
as they are clear, precise and I em sure that all 
those present are fully aware oi them. These 
instructions reflect the unanimous consensus of the 
present opinion of the governments concerning the 
subject; under discussion, expressed through their 
representatives on IA-ECOSOC. 

I declared and maintained, at the same meet5ug, 
that it.-would be neither desirable nor proper f jr the 
fifth session ol' ECLA to indicate rules to Professor 
Prebisoh, which might restrict his freedcn of action 
for considering and recommending together with Dr, 
Lieras C i i - . r a y of the procedures' •'d.aeh in hid 
opinion might be conducive towards achieving effective 

/co-ordination at 
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co-ordination at the government level, 
Professor Pre bis ch. agreed with this view, but 

stated that perhaps his task would be made easier 
if some of' the Representativer made statements on 
co-ordination so as to prevent his reaching any agreement 
with Dr-, Lieras Camargo which might later not be 
accepted by ECLA. 

I aoï glad to admit that I understand and share 
Professor Prebisch's ooncorn. His desire to explore • 
the situation is logical and practical, I may say that 
Dr. Lieras Camargo proceeded in exactly the same'way" 
at the Inter-Atnerioan Economic and Social Council'. •' 
It was precisely those statements and observations'bn 
co-ordination, made by the representatives of'Governments 
at Dr. Lieras Camargo's request, which formed thé 
basis of the instructions on this point which the Council 
gave to those having the honour to represent it at 
this EC LA'meeting, 

The debate which this subject aroused in'iA-ECOSOC 

waL intense and exhaustive. All its aspects were 
analysed and discussed, and the conclusion was reached 
that it was neither opportune, nor practical, nor 
wise to approve new resolutions or to make statement^, 

on co-ordination at the"government level until such , ,, 
: i 

time as Professor Prebisch and Doctor Lieras Camargo, 
had rendered u joint report, as was agreed by ECLA and 
by IA-EC0SÛC in the resolutions of 15 June and 30 August 
1931, approved respectively by the two organizations 

/in Mexico 
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in Mexico and Panama", 

DRAFT RESOLUTION SUBMITTED 3Y THE DELEGATIONS OF ARGENTINA, 
BRAZIL AND GUILE (CONFERENCE ROOM PAPER N& 1; DOCUMENTS 
E/CN,12/311 and E/CN,12/320) 

Mr. PORTELA (Argentina) said that the draft 
resolution submitted by the delegations of Argentina, Brazil 
and Chile was put forward partly as a response to the Executive 
Secretary's statement at the previous meeting, that the opiions 
of delegations would be of value to him in putting forward 
recommendations on co-ordination. One cf the most important 
problems involved was that of the timing of international 
conferences and the avoidance of duplication of effort. His 
Delegation had therefore associated itself with the Brazilian 
and Chilean delegations in trying to devise a solution by 
which organizations serving the common cause of Latin-American 
countries might do so effectively. As co-sponsor of the 
draft, the Argentine delegation had no objection to any 
amendments whi ch might be proposed, provided that the 
substance was not changed« 

Mr. AUViEIDA (Brazil) said that he felt compelled to 
comment on the initial statement by the representative of the 
Int er-American Economic and Social'Couneil so as to clarify 
a few points. 

He could not agree with Mr. Heurtematte that the. 
instructions given him by the Ia-EC0£00 precluded in any 
way the discussion of • the problem of ''co-ordination" at 

/the current • . 
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the current session.of.ECLA, The same governments which 
composed the Inter-American Organization were represented 
at ECIA and,,as sovereign and responsible governments they 
could a fid .should have the.liberty to reverse any previous 
decisions whenever different circumstances made that attitude 
advisable or. necessary. And that was exactly what had 

• • • • • : 

happened. 
Everybody knew that once set up, international organizations 

tended to develop a personality cf their own within their 
different frameworks, in such a way that the representatives 
of the same Governments in different bodies might not be in 
the best position to judge clearly the needs .of other 
organizations, Thus, it s.ho uld be no motive for surprise 
if the IA-ECOSOC in reaching its decisions had overlooked 
the special circumstances under which ECLA was meeting , 
i-.e,, for the first time as a permanent body of the United 
Nations, 

As the result of decisions .by the UH-ECOSOC and the 
Seventh Session of the General Assembly it had exchanged 
its provisional status for that of a permanent organ of, the.., 
United Nations« That fact was sufficient in itself to justify 
the need to reaffirm now not only the previous decisions of 
the Commission on the problem of co-ordination with other 
regional bodies, but also the need to integrate ECLA once 
and for all in the structure of international organizations ̂  

• r, •> , :«. /concerned with .. 7 .»:» 
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concerned with Latin American economic problems. 
It should be-noted also that on the tesis of the reports ' 

submitted to the Commission it became obvious that the 
recommendations made at the Fourth ECLA Session - in Mexico -
for co-ordination at governmental level had not been implemented 
as speedily as was desirable. As a result of those delays, 
which were perhaps unavoidable, conferences continued to 
be held at short intervals and many governments were 
beginning to concern themselves with the administrative 
difficulties inherent in the process of attending so many 
meetings held with such short intervals between them, 

A calendar for economic conferences in the region would 
certainly obviate that inconvenience and there were really 
no valid reasons for not taking the necessary" steps in that 

direction at the current session of the Commission. That.. 
was really the substance of the joint proposal by the 
delegations of Argentina, Brazil ar.d Chile and any decisions 
taken on the subjcct would automatically override any taken 
previously, including those reached at Washington, 

Mr. HEURTEMATTE (IA-ECOSOC) wished to clarify his 
position« His instructions had been given in Washington .by 
the Latin-American Governments only a fortnight previously. 
As the Brazilian ^el--gation had pointed out, Governments..might 
change their views, but a capital reason for those insbr/;ctions 
had been the initiation of discussions between Mr. Prebiscii 
and Mr. Lleras Gumargo some months previously, "though the 
Executive Seoretaiy of ECLA had yet to meet Mr, Lleras Camargo 

/in Washington 
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in Washington to agree on tV.int proposals.' 
Mr. PREBISCH. (Executive Secretary) said'he wished 

to dispel the anxiety of the. representative of IA-ECOSOC, 
who did not wish any resolution to,'be adopted whicli might 
tie his hands. After seeing the resolution' presented, he 
felt the problem did not exist,., as it did not tie his hands. 
Had it done so, he himself would have requested its 
withdrawal. He thought, on the.cont rnry, that the resolution 
facilitated his action, 3y a process of elimination, it 
had been established that the only existing problem was that 
of overlapping of meetings. As a result of the Commission's 
indications regarding the calendar of meetings, the-course of 
his negotiation was facilitated and he .believed that the 
formula to be reached with Mr, Lleras Camargo would very 
probably be attained. He theigiit that the second section of 

* - -

the resolution did not attempt to advance solutions, but to 
propose a general formula which would clearly show up the 
only remaining 'problem. The request concerning the calendar 
gave elasticity to his negotiation. The solution could only 
arrive when he and Mr, Lleras Camargo submitted a formula 
to the two organizations. •. ' 
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Mr. MAAi'INEZ (El Salvador) said that the Government 
of El Salvador welcomed the draft resolution. It' considered 
ECLA to be an.organization of the utmost value for the solving 
of Latin-American problems and the'integration of Latin-American 
economy, , To ,a small country with limited resources, the sending 
of experts to many conferences could be a heavy ourden, ane the 
proposals,in the draft resolution for avoiding overlapping 
were welcome, 

Mr. CRESPO ORDOfe (Ecuador) saw no necessity for 
making an inventory of the worit of ECLA, which had ics own 
raison d'etre. Countries coula rio longer plan their economies 
on a national basis; that of Latin ¿imerica x>/as bound up with 
Europe and must be considered as u whole. After some 
considerations on the importance of JCLA, he /ully supported 
the draft resolution because in his opinion it strengthened the 
credentials of the Executive Secretary for his negotiations. 

fir, HUDICOURT (Haiti) recalled the decision at the 
previous meeting to abide by the recommendations made at the 
Fourth Sossioa of ECLA in Mexico and at the second IA-EC0S0C 
Conference in Panama, on allowing the representatives of both 
bodies freedom to meet and put forward joint proposals. The 
draft resolution made 110 new recommendations, out gave the 
Executive Secretary of EGLA the general directions for which 
he had asked while leaving him liberty of action. It had the 
full support of the Haitian aeleguoion. 

The text, however, needed redrafting. ECLA had no power 
at all to alter its own structure, for it was simply an organism 

/set up 
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set up by United nations. IP the Economic and Social Council 
should sou fit to.a.ltyr its constitution, it had no choice but 
to abide by that uocisioii. Paragraph 6 of section A should be 
amended to read? "RECOMMENDS11 instead of "RESOLVES'1.«. In 
Section C, the meaning of "the position taken by the Executive 
Secretary" should bo clarified by adding; "as expressed in his 
statement", or "in the Secretariat's report". 

Mr. SEPULVEDA (Chilu), as co-sponsor of the draft 
resolution, accepted the amendments proposed by the naitian 
delegation. 

• Mr. BOHAH (United states of America) said that ..careful 

study of the draft had convinced him that in substance it could 

further the unanimous desire for batter co-ordination at all 
i 

levels.. Thv extent to which that eo-orulnatlon already existed 
at Secretariat level was a matter i.'or congratulation to both 
organizations,- As it stood, however, the .wording oi' the draft 
resolution might create less rat.nei' than greater understanding. 
It might be rodraftea to taKo account of the recommendations 
made by the twenty-one governments meeting in Caracas some 
months previously, for whom the twenty-four governments.meeting 
in Rio ,de,; Janeiro should not. create problems. The final text 
Should be as acceptable to IA-ECOSOC as to ECLA. 

; Mr..ALMEIDA (Brazil) welcomed any drafting amendments 
.which delegates might wake,..-to...the text of the draft resolutions. 
;HS. wanted, however, .to. .saythat even though the delegate of 
Haiti had commented on„tiie length of the resolution submitted 
to the Committee, he did not be^iuyo that that fa-et- should in 

' ..,:.'. \ /itSelf be 
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its-oil' bo construed as an objection to if,- One'single paragraph 
iuieiht bo too much for a resolution and one hundred pages might 
be too little, It all depended on'what had to be said. 

The'fact was- that ECLA had become a permanent organ of the 
United Nations ana the previous decisions which, so -ar, had 

•!ba«n provisional in"' character, hadnow to'assume necessarily a 
ai.-.forent character and should - be reaffirmed as' pormanont 
decisions of the Commissi an. If the text-seemed over-long, it 
was because of the intent to make' references clear to those 
lacking the historical background with which the Committee was 
familiar. 

rie accepted the amendment8 suggested by the representative 
of Haiti to paragraph 6 of suction .n of the resolution, but 

• -wanted-to clarify that the previous araft aid not imply that the 
Commission huu pox^ers to chunje Its own structui'e. It could, 

• however, suggest to the ECOSOC whatever changes it deemed 

• : necessary and it Was really in that spirit that the paragraph 
had been drafted previously. 

- He was grateful for the conditional support given to tho 
draft resolution by the representative of the United States. 
The- United States Government uds among those most active in the 
matter of co-ordination ana there was no doubt of its desire to 
-co^oporutev •• rie wanted-, however., to re-state that while the 
...Brazilian .Government would do everything to give full support to 
the. activities of the -Inter-American i.]cono-mic and Social Council 
there was no reason now for .future action on the status of 
EC LA. to be; hampered in any.- v.- -.•- i . - . , - . ' . 

/The CfiA IRMAN 
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The CH^IRMaN propositi that as all commont had been 
concerned only. wi-th;\the woruin^ of the ciraft resolution-, not -
with its substancef a small .drafting committee shoulu bo 
establishea GO amend the .text in. accordance with the suggestions 
put forwara, • • 

Mr. CRESPO OHiiOSiiZ (Ecuador) ana Mr'.. feRTIiL.Z.. (El 
Salvador) supported the proposal. 
• ....... • Mr. SIL/ERIO (Cuba) arid Mr* AM/dJOK . (Mexico) explained 
that they had abstained from taking part. iH- the debate until .a 
final text of the draft resolution, satisfactory to all 
delegations, had been prepar^u,. ... . 

• Mr. PORTELA (Argentina) asked that the Secretariat of 
ECLA should; make available, to any drafting committee which might 
be. appointed an. official statement on tho position, of the 
Executive Secretary for the p\irposo of clarifying the ante- . , 
penultimate paragraph of page (English text), ... .,; 

....: The CHAIRMAN stated th'.it the Secretariat .might .givo 
the information to the Committee. , ,. ,f.,.., 

Mr. B01IAN (United States of America) reiterated his., 
conviction that the existing wording of the text would tend to 
create difficulties in.the way of co-ordination. All the. 
countries represented were agreed In their support of ECLA* It 
had already been agreed that hr. Probisch should be given .. 
complete freedom of negotiation, but rathere was no n^ed to give 
the form of a resolution to the confidence which all felt in .. 
his consultation with the Secretary General of lA-ECOSOGn 

Doubt might be cast on tho accuracy of the third paragraph 
• .• ., ; . /of section C, 
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of suction C, iiny amendment coula bust bo handled.-by a drafting 

committee, but should take noto of the fact that the high 

officials representing the twenty-one governments participating 

in the conference at Caracas had expressed pleasure at the 

coordination already achieved, and agreed that, in passing 

resolutions, ¿Clft and IA - E C O S O C shoulu ensure an absence of 

conflict ana should keep them parallel, 

Mr. CRESPO ORDONEZ (Ecuador) stated that a drafting committee . 

could deal only witn the wording ofrthe draft resolution, while 

leaving its substance unchanged, In view of the issues raised 

by the United States delegation, it might be advisable to set 

up instead a working group in which the delegations which had 

debated the resolution mi.-;ht consult with the compilers» 

Mr; PORTELa (Argentina).emphasized the intention of 

the draft -resolution. Support of the Executive Secretary had 

already been approved, and his relations with the Secretary 

General of OAS had, thoughout, bean harmonious. All that the 

draft resolution proposed was to give some suggestions for his 

negotiations with Mr. Lleras Camargo. 

.Mr.» ALMEIDA (Brazil) suggested that there was some 

inconsistency in the attituao of the united States delegation. 

In fact, $he.American representative had initially stated his 

acceptance of the substance o. the joint proposal Indicating 

only the need for soiiie drafting changes.; he now indicated his 

conviction that the existing rforu. ing would tend to' create 

unsurmountable difficulties In the way.of co-ordination. 

Mr, Almeiua.,could not see how problems of wording could in ' 
f: . ' /themselve 3 create 
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thorns elves create difficulties of that nature.- Drafting .was 
very important, of course, in order to cldrify concepts, but 
nothing else should be expected from a drafting' committee,- which 
should be very careful' not to change the substance of a text 
about which there was' already agreement. So,- if the American 
representative thought that the joint text would create 
difficulties in the 'way of co-ordination it'could not but be 
because he really disagreed with'thoJ sub started -of the proposal, 

another point which needed 'attention was that, since, 
complete agreement with the substance of paragraph 5 of • 
section nG !had been expressed, there could be no reason for 
deleting it from the text, If there was agreement on that;, 
paragraph, it was because it had a meaning.- The agreement with 
Its meaning involved, necessarily -its acceptance and any 
proposal to delete it seemed to 'contradict' that agreement. 

Finally, the United States representative who had been 
present in Mexico at tho Fourth Session of SOLA could certainly 
not cast doubts on the accuracy of paragraph 3 °f section "c',' 
Its substance was confirmed on page ¿4.3 of document E/GN. 12/266 
of 15 June 1951* All that the authors of the draft resolution 
haa done was to add the word "consecutive" to "joint ana 
simultaneous sessions of 1CCLA", an audition that was wholly in 
accordance with tho recommendation then made. 

'fhe debate had shown that soma discussion of substance had 
become necessary before the text coulu be amended by a drafting 
committ ee, The Brazilian delegation did not think it advisable, 
however, to establish'a" working group for that purpose, sinoe 

/the full 
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tho full 'committee itself was a rather reduced body, with some 
ten or twelve representatives only, It was a fact that in small 
groups it was possible to roach agroorient more speedily than in 
bigger boules, but experience shows that once the product of 
their work comes to the full committees discussion starts again 
on every detail of the documents, in full duplication of tho 
work alreaay performed. In those circumstances he suggested 
that the committee should try to reach agreement on the 
substance of the problem and only than senu the proposals to a 
drafting committee, 

Mr, GaSi-b ^RICL^D (Venezuela) pointed out somu 
contradictions between paragraph Ij. of section C and the 
'resolutions issued'by IA-ECOSOC in Panama and Caracas. 

Mr. ¿iMajJOR (Mexico) saia that, with certain 
"amendments, the draft resolution was acceptable to the Mexican 
delegation, •aragraph 2 of section A was not accurate as a 
'quotation from resolution 627 (VII) of the General Assembly 
of united Nations« Paragraph 3> describing the activities of 
ECLA", needed expansion. The following paragraph was redundant, 

!-while the last'paragraph of section A was not a matter for 
resolution but for the expression of a hope; it mi&ht be deleted 
without loss,' 

The list of "documents in section ¡i was perhaps unnecessary, 
and in paragraph 2 of "that section the quotation marks should 
be openod before the word "Co-ordination11 if it Were to be in 
•keeping with' the I;>E0O'SOC resolution' of 21 February 1953' 
•'- Paragraph I4. of section'C was unnecessary - it merely 

/repeated the 
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repeated. the substance of various documents - and no useful 
purpose was served by repeating In the third'paragraph ' 
information contained in The Annual Report of '"the "Ecoribrriic 
Commission for Latin iimerica (E/CN. 12/266)'' ' '' : 

A point which needed further clarification was the form' of 
support to oe given to the Executive Secretary "in his'''" 
eonsultations wich the Secretary General of IA-ECOSOC„' 

The penultimate paragraph of page ¿4. should' refer only to'' 
economic conferences, not to ¿ill those to be held in Latin' 
America. Nearly ov^ry intern itional organization wds included 
within the framework of the United nations, which plannea its 
programme of conferences with great care, ^ redrafted text 
might raako it clear that the paragraph referred specifically to 
the Organization of American States, 

Mr. GARRIOO (Dominican Republic) pointed out that, as 
it stood, the draft resolution had not one aim but many. It 
needed a lengthy study and adequate redrafting before being 
submitted for approval. 

His delegation agreed with the representative of Haiti 
that ECLA had no power to TAKE binding resolutions on its 
structure anu organization» That must ue aone by the Economic 
and Social Coimcil, which alone could decide whether It should 
be a temporary or- permanent organisation. Recommendations to 
the Economic and Social Council on the matter should be a 
separate document., 

The CHAIRMAN reminaed the speaker that the Economic 
and Social Council's recommendation that EC LA shoiild be given 

/'permanent status 
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permanent status had already been approved. It was now a 
standing commission of the United Nations,. 

Since the questions raised in the debute were mainly-, 
matters of drafting, ho proposed the establishment of a working 
group to prepare a new text incorporating the proposed 
amenanents. The group shoulu be composed of tho representatives 
of Argentina, Brazil, and Chile, sponsors of the draft 
resolution, with those representatives who had contributed 
most to the discussion of its form - namely Mr, Martinez (El 
Salavador), Mr. Hudicourt (Haiti). Mr, amador (Mexico) and 
Mr. bohan (United States of amorica). 

It was so agreed. 
The meeting rose at 8 p.m. 


